Image Registration Based on Autocorrelation of Local Structure.
Registration of images in the presence of intra-image signal fluctuations is a challenging task. The definition of an appropriate objective function measuring the similarity between the images is crucial for accurate registration. This paper introduces an objective function that embeds local phase features derived from the monogenic signal in the modality independent neighborhood descriptor (MIND). The image similarity relies on the autocorrelation of local structure (ALOST) which has two important properties: 1) low sensitivity to space-variant intensity distortions (e.g., differences in contrast enhancement in MRI); 2) high distinctiveness for 'salient' image features such as edges. The ALOST method is quantitatively compared to the MIND approach based on three different datasets: thoracic CT images, synthetic and real abdominal MR images. The proposed method outperformed the NMI and MIND similarity measures on these three datasets. The registration of dynamic contrast enhanced and post-contrast MR images of patients with Crohn's disease led to relative contrast enhancement measures with the highest correlation (r=0.56) to the Crohn's disease endoscopic index of severity.